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wstxdomwrappingwriter the first section
of the 4-1/2 mile race will be run at the

national speedway in dubuque, the
home track of the izod indycar series.

the second section is a downtown race,
with the cars taking the course through
the quad cities, beginning at the iowa

state fairgrounds in bettendorf and
ending at the children’s mercy hospital
in kansas city, mo. lloyd has faced such

adversity before. the 47-year-old,
however, has not been racing

competitively in the past six months, and
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has been without a ride for most of that
time. he had been involved with the

management of the team as a
consultant, though he had become a
driver-owner as recently as february

2013. the team was sold at that time to
new zealand businessman wayne taylor,
who has been testing the team with an

indy lights car as recently as this month.
tony cotman, whose team owner status
with the team was taken away by imsa
in january, will serve as team manager
for the event. “i think we’re going to be
good,” said lloyd, who is getting the first
chance to race competitively in the top

u.s. open-wheel series in nearly six
months. “i’ve had the chance to get in a

car and i think i can get up there and
show what i can do.” lloyd will be behind
the wheel of the no. 26 fairhaven energy

drink chevrolet for the race, which will
be run under the sanctioning of imsa as

opposed to indycar. there have been
calls for imsa to sell the event to indycar,
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which could lead to a number of teams
entering the event. the team, which will
use its own equipment, and not an entry
from a sanctioning body, will be aiming

to improve upon its 13th place finish
from the june 8 race at the mid-ohio

sports car course.q: how to specify in a
yaml file what variables should be used

in a spring boot application? i have a
spring boot application that needs to run
on two different servers. the application
is very simple. it starts up a server and

when a request is made it opens up
another server and sends the request to

that server. i have a yaml file that
specifies all the details of the servers.
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